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The phono OFC cables made with a single wire of φ0.6
under the new brand of “SORANE” by IT Industry.

(RCA > RCA)

(XLR M > XLR F)

(L-DIN 5p > RCA)

(DIN 5p > RCA)

(L-DIN 5p > XLR M)

(DIN 5Pp> XLR M)

 So far almost all of the audio cables are made with a bundled wire
twisting some thin wires of φ0.26 and/or φ0.12. We have been having
an idea since 1970 when the analog audio had enjoyed the Golden age
that the best analog audio cables should be made with a single wire if
the best sound should be pursued. In the meantime, we were afraid
that in case of a single wire it may be easily bent or cut while plug in
and plug out. However, when we saw an optical cable shielded by a
stainless tube ring may years ago, the good idea hit on us that we will
be able to make single wired audio cables by using a wire of φ0.5 φ0.6 shielded with a flexible stainless tube ring. Since this idea hit on
us, we have spent many years to develop and test repeatedly, and finally
we could succeed in making the final products after many trials and
errors as a result.

 As per the following specifications, an OFC wire of φ0.6 is covered
with an elastic protection tube and then two OFC wire tubes are set
manually in a shielded braid and fixed with RCA pins solidly by
soldering with plus (+) & minus ( - ) in a shielded braid, and then
covered by a flexible stainless sheath with vinyl coating. With our
own technology, we could develop a single wired audio cable using a
highly purified OFC materials. This cable connectable between
tonearms and phono stages or all the interconnections in-between will
offer you the best solution to enjoy a natural sound.
 The connecting pins are made through the process of the bright
Rhodium plating and assembled with the Teflon-lined connectors so
that the isolation is highly secured. We sincerely wish all the listeners
will be able to enjoy the pure sound.

Specifications;
 The phono shielded OFC cables made with two core coaxial wires
using a Single wire of φ0.6 & covered in a flexible stainless sheath.
 6 kinds of cables available:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Model: “KSC-221-100RR” : 1.0 M (RCA > RCA)
Model: “KSC-221-100XLR-XLR” : 1.0 M (XLR Male > XLR Female)
Model: “KSC-221-120D-XLR” : 1.2 M (Straight DIN > XLR Male)
Model: “KSC-221-120DR”
1.2 M (Straight DIN > RCA)
Model: “KSC-221-120DLR” : 1.2 M (L-Angle DIN > RCA)
Model: “KSC-221-120DL-XLR” : 1.2 M (L-Angle DIN > XLR Male)

The specifications shall be changed without notice.
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